Cell differentiation in the preimplantation human embryo.
This brief paper analyses current knowledge on gene expression in individual blastomeres of preimplantation mammalian embryos. Initially, current knowledge on axes and cleavage planes in mammalian eggs and embryo blastomeres is described, together with gene and system homologies with flies and nematodes, and their influence on differentiation. Stress is placed on the need to study individual blastomeres, and even specific components within blastomeres. Examples of published work concentrate on the possible allocation of a single founder blastomere for trophectoderm, which contains large amounts of maternal leptin, STAT3 and other proteins positioned at the animal pole. The recent discovery that single human blastomeres in cleaving embryos contain high levels of HCGbeta mRNA and LHbeta mRNA suggests these are also trophectoderm foundation cells. It is now essential to discover if the maternal proteins leptin/STAT3 and maternal/embryonic HCGbeta transcripts locate to the same blastomere. Problems in jointly identifying maternal proteins and embryonic and maternal transcripts for specific proteins within one cell, and the nature of early cell allocation in mouse and human embryo, are discussed.